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ABOUT ASPILOS FOUNDATION
Aspilos Foundation is a youth-led not-for-profit organization using
technology and digital inclusion to drive economic growth and good
governance. We do this by:
1.

Providing innovative and sustainable pathways to economic
empowerment for young people

2.

Improving societal systems by ensuring good governance as a
result of increased citizen participation

Via all our activities, we school & stimulate individuals so they can go on
to shape an equal and poverty free country and continent for us all

OUR WHY
Our vision is an Africa of young active citizens maximising opportunities to
foster economic progress thereby giving rise to a poverty free continent.
Our mission is to implement sustainable programmes that:
1.

Develop the capacity of young women for increased wealth creation

2.

Advocate

for

educational

policies

that

engender

sustainable

livelihoods
3.

Foster the development of young people into active and responsible
citizens

4.

Advocate for the involvement of women and young people in
governance

ABOUT ASPILOS FOUNDATION
OUR HOW
AF Core Values

We learn non-stop: We embody kaizen, we
are continuously becoming better versions of
ourselves.

We demonstrate good leadership all the
time: In a continent that is sorely lacking
leadership, we are a breath of fresh air.

We always look for better, faster and outof-the-box ways to get things done. We do
not believe there is anything as a status
quo.

We are happy people who enjoy having
fun: The work we do can get pretty
intense so we try to have some fun while
doing it. We work hard and play hard.

We believe in the equal value of every
human being no matter their gender, race,
location or any other factor.

We always do the right thing: Our actions
are consistent no matter where we are,
who is watching and how we are feeling.

WHAT WE DO
AboCoders – Empowering young women from low income
families with digital skills. Our goal here is to increase the
employability and earning power of 3750 young women across
5 states in Nigeria by 2023 training them on web development,
data science and graphics & animation.

Citizens’ Platform – Changing the face of governance in Nigeria

by advancing citizen engagement and participation. Our goal
with this project is to increase active citizenship by 40% in 100200 young people in every local government across 10 states by
2023.
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2019 OVERVIEW

2019 was an incredible year of impact, new beginnings and happy endings. With
continued implementation of our projects, we remained committed to our
mission which is to implement sustainable programmes that develop the
capacity of women for increased wealth creation and foster the development of
young people into active and responsible citizens among others.

With AboCoders’ dedicated effort at improving lives of its beneficiaries by
establishing secure and sustainable livelihoods for them using technology
training, and Citizens’ Platform’s effort at stimulating and reinforcing active
citizenship and participation in governance among young Nigerians, we are
contributing to gradually building an economically sustainable Africa of young
citizens.
This report analyses in details the progress, successes and challenges of the
organisation’s programmes and activities in 2019.

MESSAGE FROM THE BOARD CHAIR
Aspilos Foundation has from inception had the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) in mind, with
its focus on poverty eradication especially among young people in Africa. We have placed the
locals at the heart of our work to ensure acceptance, sustainability and ownership of intervention
right from the planning stage. We have over the years ensured this through our intervention in
rural and urban areas, especially in the northern states of Nigeria while also ensuring that young
women who are to a great extent marginalized in all areas of development, are captured.
In the last financial year ending 31st December 2019, Aspilos Foundation received the sum of
N20,909,242 million, mostly from funding agencies such as OSIWA, the US Embassy Abuja etc. Of
this, we are proud to have judiciously used a large percentage on interventions, and 14% on
administrative and logistic needs.
So far, we have touched lives of young women numbering more than 350 in 3 States of Nigeria,
including the Federal Capital Territory - Abuja by providing them with digital access and increased
digital capacity, as a way to ensure their access to a secure and sustainable livelihood. We have
also been able to support the nation's nascent democracy through support for improved
participation in democratic process at the community level, citizens' electoral rights and
participation issues etc. Through the Citizens' Platform intervention in Kano State, we have raised
communal voices, deepened local understanding of electoral process, and strengthened citizens'
participation in democratic process. The resultant impact of our interventions so far has been
remarkable, and we are proud of such.
I am happy to also say going forward, we have planned to improve on going green, by supporting a paperless working environment as much as
possible. We have always employed lean operations with a lot of digital processes and infrastructure. We intend to increase our usage of
these thereby reducing fuel and paper usage. We hope to see in the nearest future situations where our a significant part of our interventions
are done via use of technology.
While the management team works tirelessly to ensure access to funds, the trustees shall continue to support the organisation personally,
while seeking out other funding and partnership opportunities for the foundation. In my opinion, the greatest threat to our success is not the
dearth of man power nor lack of areas of support, but access to funding opportunities. We hope the future will be very kind to us in this area.
The Aspilos Foundation board wishes to once more appreciate the management and staff of the organisation for their passion, energy and
dedication so far. We’re hoping together we can have a much more fruitful future. Equally, a big thank you goes to our teeming volunteers,
who out of their precious time, energy and resources, have given back to the society through their involvement, participation and
engagement in our activities. To my ever dynamic, visionary, responsive and responsible fellow trustees, thank you so much for all you have
put in so far.
Fatoki Taiye Timmy,
Board Chair

AboCoders

Closing the digital divide and ensuring economic opportunities

AboCoders is removing obstacles to a productive and prosperous life
for young women from low income families in underserved locations
in Nigeria. Simply put, for 4 months, we train young women on
coding, digital marketing, hardware and graphics so they can use
their skills to generate income and create a better economic
situation for themselves. AboCoders improves the lives of its
beneficiaries by establishing secure and sustainable livelihoods for
them using ICT training with an emphasis on a more wholesome IT
professional experience as a means of empowerment. Our training
curriculum broadly covers Digital literacy, Computer Science and
Hardware, Graphics/Animation, Digital Marketing Scratch, HTML,
CSS, and JavaScript/Python. The overall goal of the project is
increased financial returns from technology fields for its
beneficiaries.

2019 AboCoders HIGHLIGHTS

AboCoders has reached over 350 young women from low
income families and in underserved locations.
The year started with the opening of the Kaduna
academy and the enrollment of 25 young women into
the academy. After their enrolment, a cohort of
23 young women and girls in the Minna academy whose
training spilled into 2019 from 2018 graduated in March.
Upon the graduation of the 23, a new set of 27 were
enrolled into the programme in Minna. Measuring
results against the overall goals for the project,
AboCoders Project recorded the following in 2019:
• 15.51% percentage increase in beneficiaries’
confidence with, and proficiency in Science,
Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM) Concept
• 3.39% increase in understanding of STEM Career
Pathways.
• 3.39% increase in improved 21st Century Professional
Skills among beneficiaries.

In line with the overarching goal of the AboCoders programme, the differences in employment status of the beneficiaries were recorded
before and after the training and mentorship, as well as their earning ranges. The results below show a 2% reduction in the number of
unemployed beneficiaries since graduation- a 5% increase in the number of those categorized into the “volunteer/Intern/Trainee” group,
a 3% decrease in the number of those who identified as self-employed, and no significant change in number who are in paid employment
with an organization. These results show that although the target of having 100% of the graduates in some form of gainful employment
was not reached, there was a slight improvement in the employment status of the beneficiaries after the programme.

2019 AboCoders HIGHLIGHTS
Baseline Results: Beneficiary
Employment Status

11%
15%
7%
67%
Unemployed
Volunteer/Intern/Trainee
Employed

A small but significant improvement is seen
with their income ranges which started with
a baseline of 72.72% of the girls stating that
they were at a “No Income” level, while the
endline results showed that that number had
reduced to 64.7%. 12.73% of the respondents
in the baseline survey stated that they
received an income of N20,000 and above,
but in the endline, that number improved to
14.71% of the respondents. Monthly income
ranges for the beneficiaries before and after
the programme is shown below:

Baseline Income
Ranges
No Income

13%
9%
5%
73%

Self-Employed
Endline Result: Beneficiary
Employment Status

8%
15%
65%
12%
Unemployed
Volunteer/Intern/Trainee
Employed
Self-Employed

Endline Income
Ranges
No Income

14%
14%
9% 63%

N1-N10,000
N10,001N20,000
Above
N20,000

N1-N10,000
NI0,001N20,000
Above
N20,000

AboCoders Collaborations
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In the first half of the year also, Aspilos Foundation collaborated with
the Kaduna State Ministry of Women Affairs. The collaboration provided
the training space and beneficiaries that kick-started training for the
first Kaduna cohort.

MERCY CORPS AND ASPILOS FOUNDATION
In 2019, Aspilos Foundation established a
collaboration with Mercy Corps. The provision of the
collaboration makes that Mercy Corps (by direct
engagement with her ENGINE II project) will refer
beneficiaries to participate in AboCoders Kaduna
especially, but also in any location, and provide links
for internship opportunities for AboCoders graduates.
While on our part, we continue to provide ICT
training,
mentoring
opportunities,
and
get
beneficiaries
ready
for
employment
and/or
entrepreneurship.

CITIZENS’ PLATFORM

The Citizens’ Platform project recorded remarkable achievements in Kano in 2019. The following are some of them in
summary:
Increased knowledge and understanding of active citizenship and governance The participants were tested on their knowledge
levels on subjects of governance, policy, political culture, citizen’s roles and responsibilities, as well as applicable life skills for
active citizenship. The baseline average score for all 876 responses was 66.52%. After the training, there was a 20.11% increase
of their knowledge of active citizenship and participation which resulted to endline score of 79.05%.

CITIZENS’ PLATFORM
As a result of their increased knowledge of active citizenship,
during the 2019 general elections, some of the participants
served as citizen observers in their polling units and wards. 54 of
the participants were trained specifically to observe the elections
in Kano and 25 of them voluntarily partook in the observation
exercise.
A needs assessment was carried out within all 44 LGAs in the
state to find out what basic amenities community members did
not have access to and how the project, using its beneficiaries,
can impact/change the status quo. The chart below shows what
amenities community members in each LGA had or had not access
to.
Percentage of respondents with and without amenities in
communities in Kano state.
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People without access to amenities

In response to the needs identified in the assessment, network
members across all LGAs took action steps to bring solutions to the
needs of community members. Below is an active summary of some
of the steps network members have taken:
Our representatives in Bichi, Tarauni and Gezawa have organised step
down trainings for the traditional rulers, union groups and youth
groups in the LGA. Together, they'll all be working to engage better
with the government.
A representative in Garko was part of a training to track the budget of
the LGA and we will be supporting him and his team going forward to
do this. Another representative and his team were part of the
delegates that kept pressing for the inclusion of some constituencies
from Dala which have been neglected in the budget planning process
and implementation because they are situated in the rural areas.
Network members in Dala, Karaye, Ungongo and Gwale have
successfully had meetings with the LGA officers and escalated their
concerns to the LGA chairs via letters. Ungongo is working on the
construction of a primary health centre, Gwale is working on water
supply, Dala is working on an abandoned road construction project
and Karaye is working to get a general report on the utilization of
funds for the LGA. We have this documented on the engagement
portal of the website.
In Gwale and Dala local government areas, there have has
been increased environmental pollution as a result of open defecation
in their market places and motor parks due to absence of public
toilets but as a result of the influence and pressure from members of
the community through the activities of the network members, local
government authorities have constructed three public toilets in these
areas.
We have also had successful construction of two boreholes for
the Ungongo community as a result of the letter of complaint written
by network representatives and follow up meetings.

STORIES OF IMPACT(AC)
ABOCODERS
The AboCoders training programme brought about some significant changes in the lives of
particular beneficiaries that were interviewed, in ways that these ladies described could only
have been as a direct result of the programme. The specific stories with names of the
beneficiaries included, are detailed in this section.



Rachel Nwadinma (Minna Cohort8)- Freelance developer at UpWork Global Inc.:
Rachael Nwadinma was a young member of the NYSC posted to Niger state when she
joined the AboCoders programme. She was trained in basics of digital literacy (Microsoft
office suite use, basic computer concepts) as well as HTML and CSS basics. She
graduated from the programme in 2019, concluded her youth service programme, and
moved to different city to find work. Rachel admitted that the training helped her
develop useful tech skills and other soft skills needed for the workplace. In her words,
“the skills I got helped boost my CV contents and that helped with the job hunt”. About
a year later today, Rachel currently works as a content developer on Upwork.

Upwork is a global freelancing platform where businesses and independent professionals connect and collaborate remotely. It is based in
Santa Clara and San Francisco, California. She does some creative writing and writes on subjects around health and wellness. She is also a
fashion entrepreneur and plans to design her own blog website in the near future.
Hawawu Mohammed (Minna Cohort5) - Vision Realization Officer at AboCoders Minna: Hawawu received the AboCoders training in the
year 2017, her highest qualification was just a Secondary certificate. She was just an O level student before joining the program, she says
that after her secondary school certificate, she was hoping to further her education, but could not because her parents could not afford it.
Hawawu narrates, “AboCoders program has really play good role in my life till date which I will never forget. because after I finished the
AboCoders training program I didn't leave as others do, because I was thinking that what I learned so far was never enough for me. So I
decided to stay back and continue learning, and which has given me the opportunity to put what I have learned in to test by assisting the
facilitators to guide the new students (Cohort 6). One day, I was given a job from Aspilos Foundation to join the team as a vision realization
specialist and a project officer in AboCoders academy (Minna) to train the students which has also helped me to learn more and develop
new tech skills. My vision is to see more women coming in to tech field and explore their God given talent and to become a tech expert".

STORIES OF IMPACT(AC)
•Josephine
Ilenre
(Minna
Cohort8)Graphic
designer
&
Social
Media Manager: Josephine acknowledged that AboCoders played an important role
in her life and career. She also joined the program during her time as a member of
the NYSC. She also received training in digital literacy as well as web development.
She admitted that she “understood how expensive it would have cost to try to get
web development training on her own, if not for AboCoders”. And she is still very
passionate about
While she started working for an ICT organization in Abuja in October 2019 doing
graphics design and social media management, she is also in the process of
registering as a freelance front end developer on freelance sites online. She also
dreams of pursuing an MBA masters degree to help boost her career for the future
•

Seyidat Adeboye (Minna Cohort8)- Geography Teacher Leveraging Digital Technology: Seyidat is a geography teacher that uses
Microsoft PowerPoint to teach her students in Minna. She joined the program in 2019 and also was trained in the web development
track of the program.

Since graduating she quit an old job that had a small remuneration, and leveraging her new tech skills, she applied for a new role with
an institution that made use of modern computer tools to teach students. This led to an income boost for Seyidat who was grateful for
the training experience. In her words, “it was a huge benefit for me, and now I use my new skills at my job to create instructional
materials and so on.”

STORIES OF IMPACT(CP)
The Citizes’ Platform programme, through its community
engagement and step-down exercises by participants, brought
about some significant changes in the lives of particular community
members and for the overall good of the community. Some of those
changes are narrated in this section.
 ENDING DRUG ABUSE IN DALA, UNGONGO, ETC: During the
Citizens’ Platform training in Kano, challenges of drug abuse by
youth in communities Aspilos Foundation visited was one of the
recurring challenges that kept coming up during the training.
Some of the communities mentioned by the participants
included, Dala, Ungongo, Rimin Gado, Madobi, Garun Mallam,
Kabo and Minjibir. The participants believed that engaging the
youths by training them on vocational skills, educating the
youth on the disadvantages of abusing drugs and the benefits of
being responsible and productive, community sensitization,
rehabilitation through social or recreational activities would go
a long way in curtailing illegal use of drugs. To this effect, a
member of the Citizens’ Platform network, Rabiu Nayaya
decided to carry out an awareness project which involved
organizing two football matches for the youths in Minjibir local
government, as a way of advocating against drug abuse which is
becoming an epidemic amongst the youths in the community.
This proved very effective.
BUDGET INCLUSION IN BICHI: SAYE Youths Development
Association, whose membership also comprises some members of
the Citizens’ Platform network like Dan Kanawa was part of the
delegation from Bichi local government that paid an advocacy visit
to the Local government chairman, alongside the village heads on
how to improve their community, and also urge him to give more
priority outside the political ward during the local government
budget planning and implementation 2020.

 COMMUNITY SERVICE IN GWALE: The Citizens’ Platform
network members from Gwale local government have in place
a plan to engage with the Youth Organization, Gwale
metropolitan in collaboration with the Head of community
department to launch the Gwale Youth Vanguard. A second
project is the distribution of mosquito treated nets to
community members and community fumigation, while
following up on their letter of complaint concerning poor
water supply in Gwale local government, so as to ensure
proper implementation.
 PROJECT REVIVAL IN UNGONGO, GWALE AND DALA: Some
members of the Citizens’ Platform in Kano, in line with the
need to promote community development engaged with their
representatives and government officials to revive projects in
their local governments and schools that have are yet to be
completed and have been abandoned. Network members
wrote formal letters of complaints to the authorities about
these projects, and the need for them to be attended to. In
Ungongo, the complaints were about the extension of the
Kofar Yamma Primary Healthcare Centre and inadequate
access to water, in Gwale, it was about poor water supply,
and in Dala, it was about the abandoned construction of the
Kofar Dawanau, Dandinshe-Kwanar Madugu, and Jakara Roads.
In response to the letters sent out to authorities, actions have
been taken to resolve these problems, and some like in
Ungongo where two boreholes have been constructed for
water supply, have been completed.
More information about these projects, and the engagement of
network members are in the projects' website;
www.citizensplatform.ng.

Environmental, Social and Governance
(ESG) Report.
ENVIRONMENT: Aspilos Foundation has a long-standing commitment to
driving environmental progress. In 2019, we maintained a complete
transition to digital and paperless operations by working with digital
platforms including Microsoft 365, Teams, etc., because we understand
that in Nigeria, where there is no proper waste management system,
waste/refuse from organizational operations can pose a threat to the
environment if not properly managed (disposed). We also continued to
make progress in the sustainability of our operations and the evaluation
of potential environmental and social risks in transactions. More so,
because the world is increasingly going digital, we felt the need to fully
adopt and thrive in that eco-space. We are focused on responsibly
managing our operational impact, which is integral to a sound
environmental policy and a necessary complement to our core business
activities, and that’s why we have imbibed an environmental policy that
not only limits our consumption of paper per capita, but also reduces
absolute energy use across our operationally controlled locations.

SOCIAL: We are committed to recruiting and retaining the best talent,
which requires sourcing our people from a diverse talent pool and
investing in them at every step of their careers. From volunteers to
interns to project officers, leads and specialists, we focus on training,
engaging and providing the right environment for our people to achieve
their maximum potential to help the organization create value for our
donors, shareholders, stakeholders and communities. We help our
people achieve their full potential by supporting a culture of
continuous development and building an innovative, diverse and
inclusive work environment. This culture has helped us maintain a
mutually satisfying relationship with not just our staff but also with
other organizations in the development space, and the communities in
which we operate as well.

ESG

GOVERNANCE: We remain focused on and committed to upholding
sound corporate governance practices to protect the long-term
interests of our shareholders and create enduring value for our
staff, the organization and for all stakeholders. Our Board
of Directors has implemented sound governance practices to fulfill
its responsibility for oversight of the organization’s business and
affairs. These include an independent lead/board chair with
expansive duties. To ensure our Board is operating effectively, our
independent executive director along with committee heads leads
annual Board and Committee evaluations, which incorporate
feedback on individual performance. Furthermore, the Board’s
committee heads annually review the Board’s leadership structure
to ensure it is the most efficient and appropriate structure for our
organization’s needs.
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STATEMENT OF INCOME AND EXPENDITURE

Notes

INCOME
Revenue, Grants and
Support

9
0

Project Expenses

EXPENDITURE
Administrative Expenses

2019
N

2018
N

20,909,242

11,167,555

(11,642,584)

(4,593,464)

= 9,266,657

= 6,574,091

(2,875,787)

(5,704,857)

11

Professional Fees

(160,000)

-

12
Excess/Shortage For the
Year

6,230,871

869,234

Balance As At 1st
January,2018

1,702,683

833,449

Balance As At 31st
December,2019

7,933,554

1,702,683

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
Notes

2019
N

2018
N

1

1,921,975

1,809,950

2
3
4

12,391,892
16,517,553
159,550
= 29,068,995

196,333
60,000
375,000
= 631,333

30,990,970

2,441,283

NON-CURRENT ASSETS
Property, Plant and Equipments
CURRENT ASSETS
Cash and Bank Balance
Receivables
Prepayments

TOTAL ASSETS
EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
EQUITY
Trustees Current Accounts
Accumulated Fund

5
6

10,993,945
19,082,025
= 30,075,970

688,600
1,702,683
= 2,391,283

LIABILITIES
Loan
Creditors and Accruals

7
8

755,000
160,000
= 915,000

50,000
= 50,000

30,990,970

2,441,283

TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS

Surplus/(Deficit) for the year
Add: Item not Involving Movement of Cash
Depreciation
Surplus before Changes in Working Capital
Increase/Decrease in Receivable
Increase/ Decrease in Prepayment
Increase/(Decrease) in Payables and Accruals
Increase/ (Decrease) in Loan

2019
N

2018
N

6,230,871

869,234

733,725
6,964,596
(16,457,553)
(215,450)
110,000
755,000

564,575
1,433,809
84,050
20,000
-

(8,843,407)

1,537,859

(845,750)

(1,359,400)

(9,689,157)

178,459

10,305,345
11,148,471
11,764,659
196,333

178,459
-

11,960,992

178,459

Cashflow from Investing Activities
Purchase of Non current Assets

Cashflow from Financing Activities
Trustees Current Account
Prior Year Adjusment
Cash and Cash Equivalent
Cash and Cash Equivalent as at 31st December, 2018
Cash and Cash Equivalent as at 31st December, 2019
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